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"There hadbeen a heavy air raid on London. Our Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill,
was walking amongst the smoking ruins of some houses when an old woman came up and

greeted him. He asked how she felt after this night of horror. She replied;
"Well there’s one thing about these air raids they do take your mind off the war".

I think this little incident shows how war has become the sole thought in Great

Britain, for she made the remark seriously.

I want to talk to you about production. I want to talk facts not fancies,
facts about aeroplanes, and ships, and tanks, and guns which tonight as I speak
are beginning to spell out the doom of our enemies. I have always known in my

heart that the Axis powers have taken on something which would crush them and that

faith has now become a present, reality. The mounting flood of armament production
in the United States together with the production of Great Britain and other

United Nations is a stark fact which cannot be explained away by the lies which

have been the diet of the German, Italian and Japanese people.

This morning you learned, from your President that the production programmes

of the United States and Britain are being integrated. Donald Nelson and I have

been working to gear Birmingham’s, Sheffield’s, Pittsburgh’s and Detroit’s into

one single engine of destruction. When two nations form such a partnership they

naturally ask some very frank questions of each other, and so it is the most natural

thing in the world for you in the United States to look us, the British, in the eye

and. ask; "What have you thrown into the battle? How much can you produce? What

is the news from your battle-front? What are you fighting for?" These are some

of the questions I hear and I am going to answer them#

First, let me give you a picture of Britain stripped for war. Britain lives

and works and fights under constant danger of attack by air and by sea# The

British Isles are about the size of the state of Wyoming and no place in the

islands is more than 70 miles from the sea. Our coasts are separated from the

enemy by a distance which is little more than the distance which s eparates New York

City from Newark, New Jersey.

Britain’s life depends on shipping. The shipbuilding of the United States

surely one of the most massive industrial efforts ever exerted - will relieve the

strain. The output planned, will be attained - I’m sure of it - but. until then

the British Mercantile Marine must remain the principal link which binds the

United Nations together in the war.

Britain’s life depends on manpower. Every man and woman is subject to being
drafted to work or fight. Workers in industries are frozen in their jobs. They
cannot work where they like; they are directed to work where the Government

decrees. Out of a population of 33 millions between the ages of 14 and 65,
22 millions are working full-time either in industry, the armed, forces or civil

defence# There are no part-time workers included in that figure. This is

equivalent to the mobilisation of about million people in the United States.

Britain’s life depends on woman-power too. We have mustered five and a half

million women in industry and of this number one and, a half millions didn’t work in

peacetime. They work long hours, up to 55 hours a week, and, they do jobs which

only two years ago would have boon described as impossible. They make aeroplane

engines, they drive the heaviest trucks and, they are fire-fighters# Seventy-six

thousand, women in the auxiliary territorial services are doing jobs ordinarily done

by soldiers and 13,500 of them are serving guns alongside men,working predictors

under fire in anti-aircraft batteries.

Britain’s life depends on boys and. girls.# lam sorry to say that we have had

to reach down into schools and. playing-fields and. shift them to farms and factories.

Today 77 1/2 per cent of boys and per cent of girls between the age s of 14 and 17

are engaged in war work.
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Throughout all the distresses and dangers, throughout air attacks and

privations I am proud, to say that there have been virtually no industrial disputes*

We have drawn men and women from light industries hack into harder and less well-

paid jobs. They have not complained. The working time lost owing to labour

disputes since the outbreak of war has been less than one hour per worker per year,

Britain’s life depends on self-denied. We have shut down all luxury

industries* We have slashed production of every other industry not engaged, on

direct war production to between 10 and 33 per cent of its normal outpnut, It was

my duty as President of the Board of Trade in the British Cabinet to carry out some

of these harsh policies and initiate others. The people submitted, to them gladly,
satisfied that they, civilians, by their sacrifices were fighting the enemy.

We didn’t stop there, Even after we had, cut civilian production severely we

felt that there still remained factories and plants and. labour in civilian industry
which could produce weapons of war* And so I initiated, a programme called.

"Concentration of Industry", We concentrated the production of essential civilian

goods in each industry into the fewest possible plants which worked, at 100 per cent

and thus released, factory space, machines and labour for making aircraft, tanks,

guns and shells. No private or selfish interest stood in the way,

Britain’s life depends on rationing. Normally we import a large part of our

foodstuffs from overseas* Today these sources are cut off; much more than 50 per

pent of the ships, that used to bring food, to us have been diverted to supplying and

maintaining the Allied armies throughout the world. And so we have turned every

available acre into farmland. For example, I have a field which had not been put
to the plough since the battle of Hastings in 1066. Today it is growing a fine

vrop. Our food rationing is scientifically planned to maintain the health of our

people and we all of us,. factory workers or cabinet ministers, get the same ration*

We ration clothing too and-it has just been reduced* This year a woman, for

example, van only buy a coat, One dress, one pair shoes, one nightgown and set of

underclothes, two pairs stockings and four handkerchiefs.

We ration gasoline. The average ration is now equivalent to six American

gallons a month, After the first' of July ordinary citizens will get no gasoline
at all. All of the gasoline will be allocated for essential services and that

does not include a ration for getting to and from your job.

And so when John Bull wakes up in the morning he finds, that the Minister of

Labour has called, him up for work in factories, if he isn’t fit for military duties;
the Minister of Food has taken all variety and spice and most of the volume of his

breakfast, lunch and dinner;- the President of the Board of Trade has given him so

much and no more clothing; his wife is working in a factory, and. the Treasury is

taxing him to the hilt* Taxes begin on an income of 450 dollars a year and rise

steeply until they reach the dizzy height of 97 1/2 cents in the dollar. War Savings

absorb surplus income which can’t be spent because there is nothing to buy*

I’m afraid that this sounds like a catalogue of woe and gives the impression
that England is gloomy and drab. But it isn’t: it is a cheerful country. There

are no distinctions of class or party; we all think the same thing* We can still

laugh, although one home out of every five - and there are 13,000,000 of them - has

been damaged or destroyed, by bombs. Even in April, a thousand people were killed

in air raids and the scale of air raids is a fraction of what it was*

What are we producing? How many aeroplanes, ships, tanks and guns are

rolling out of our factories instead of automobiles, refrigerators and all the

other hundreds of things we have given up for the duration?-

We are producing tanks, jeeps and other mechanical vehicles at the rate of

257 thousand a year. This is an increase of 350 per cent over the rate in the

last quarter of 1940,

We are producing 40 thousand big guns a year* and supplying them with

25 million rounds of ammunition-,

We are producing millions of small arms each-year and supplying then with

2,000 million rounds of ammunition,
" ;

/We have
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We have increased our production of aircraft 100 per cent above the rate

achieved during the last quarter of 1940*

We have increased our production-of merchant ships, by 57 per cent over the

last quarter of 1940 even though we thought then that we had reached the limit of

our capacity.

We have increased our production of all-weapons of war as a whole by 100 per

cent during the last 12 months alone.

The Axis powers made war on us long before they made war on you and so our

total production of munitions has greatly exceeded yours. Your rate, of production
is increasing rapidly. Recently it overtook ours and will soon be far ahead*.

That is one race I will be glad to lose.

We must achieve this vast production of armaments in a far far different way

than you are doing it here* The great arsenals I visited with Donald Nelson in

this country are masterly examples of American mass production, That certainly
is a most efficient way to produce armaments. But the same policy which is

successful in the United States couldn't be applied in Britain, We must disperse

our production in thousands of small shops_ so that we can't be knocked out by

bombing raids. For example, we have made parts for tanks in six thousand small

shops and then brought all those parts together to be assembled into tanks. In a

different way from yours that also is a triumph of mass production*

We are producing to the hilt, We are pouring approximately 60 per cent of

our national income into war. There is no business as usual in Britain. There

is no production as usual in Britain, There is no profit as usual in Britain.

We have thrown everything we have into this war and, we will never quit.

The battle of introduction has only one purpose, to help win battles on the

sea, in the air and on the land. How is the battle going on the fronts where

British troops are fighting? While the American navy and air force have been

winning their magnificent victory in the Pacific - a victory which has stirred

every British heart - the British army in Libya has been smashing Rommel's latest

offensive. This has been and is a tough fight. Tanks weave in and out in a

bitter pattern of battle and in the cauldron heat of the desert. We are using

your M3 with great effect with our own cruiser tank and we have given more than we

have got.

In the Far East, General Stilwell, worthy name in a long line of American

Generals and our General Alexander, whom I served as brigade major in the last war,
have fought an epic battle against appalling odds. It was a brilliant delaying
action which has given the Alies time to build up forces in India,

We have captured Diego Suarez in Madagascar and thus have forestalled any

Japanese attempt to break our communication lines across the Indian Ocean,

Malta still points like a dagger at the heart of the Axis. It is a little

island - only 17 miles long and 9 miles across. Into this small area is crowded

a population of 270 thousand. It is 58 miles from the enemy and. 1,000 miles from,

the nearest British base, A bitter struggle, has . been carried on for two years

under General Dobbie, A day or two ago it had its two thousand and three-

hundredth air alert. But it has fought back and it has shot dam little short

of 600 enemy aircraft and those 600 are certainties - what the R.A.F. call

"splashes",

Night by night the great armada cf heavy bombers are striking at the vitals of

Germany. These attacks are going to get bigger. By a coincidence out of 1,036
bombers which raided Cologne the other night not one happened to be American built.

American-built bombers which we have in large and growing numbers will soon shew

the Nazis that though they started bombing we will finish it.

/Lastly,
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Lastly, what are we fighting for? This is what we are fighting for, and

this is my faith* With man's growing conquest of nature we have passed, from

the age of scarcity into the age of plenty* The time is at hand, when the

common man if he learns to live at peace with his neighbour need, no longer pass

through this world in poverty or in ignorance but can be well -nouri shed, decently
educated and enabled to raise himself in the scale of human living.

Here is a task that will lie to our hands - and I mean our* For this

world can only be built if the UnitedStates and the British Commonwealth of

Nations march forward as one.

We must work together: we must be blind, to one another's defects. Praise

one another’s virtues*

Here lies the future of civilisation. Today we have other and grimmer

tasks at hand. We shall accomplish them if we place our trust, in the author

of peace so that we, sincerely trusting in his defence, may not fear the power

of any adversary, .

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION.
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